Model United Nations Club
Saint John’s High School
378 Main Street
Shrewsbury, MA 01545-2299

February 9, 2015

To whom it may concern:

We have been leading our Massachusetts Model U.N. team to Chicago since 1998 and
we have tried every famous deep-dish pizza place in Chicago for our team dinner. When we
walked into Pizzeria Ora in 2006, it was one of the most fortunate choices we have ever made.
Pizzeria Ora makes a high-quality, authentic, and delicious pizza while also providing excellent
value for our money.
However, what sets Pizzeria Ora apart is that this is no big chain—this is a familyowned business run by a man who will make you feel like family. The owner, Mr. Walid Bitar,
has treated us like treasured long-time friends for the last decade, every time we fly in to
Chicago. Hundreds of our students have raved about the pizza in that time, but for us
teachers, the real reason to return is the way that Mr. Bitar and his staff take care of us and our
group with peerless attention to detail and phenomenal customer service. We have taken our
team to conferences in Boston, Providence, New York City, and Chicago, but have never
replicated the Pizzeria Ora experience, anywhere. You cannot get this warm welcome or
personal attention at any other restaurant in Chicago, or perhaps, any other city in America.
It has been ten years since we stumbled upon Pizzeria Ora by chance. That fortuitous
interaction has changed everything for our group. You can find deep-dish pizza for yourself or
your group anywhere in Chicago, but no one will treat you better, tirelessly cater to your needs,
or give you unbelievable value for your money like Pizzeria Ora. It is a distinct pleasure to give
them our highest recommendation. We simply would not go anywhere else.

Sincerely,

Mr. Chuck Abdella, Mr. John Berger, and Mr. Tim Williams
St. John’s High School Model U.N. Faculty Moderators
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